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Sometimes, it makes sense that your players should fight large numbers of no-name “thug” type NPCs in 
combat, whether they are bandits, ronin, pirates, or ashigaru. To keep the combat cinematic, 
fast-moving, and to avoid needless book-keeping, here are some optional rules for taking care of that as 
the GM. Make sure to inform your players that this is how the Mooks work. 
 
To get an idea of how the rules work in play, listen to Episode 31 of Shadow of the Cabal, starting at 
19:30. 
 
Mooks are organized into groups. A group of mooks is treated like one combatant, with one Initiative Score, 
adopting one Stance per round, has one Armor TN, and makes one attack roll on their turn. 
 
Wounds 

Mook groups take Wounds from attacks like normal. However, every time their Wounds taken exceeds 
their Threshold (equal to 10+any reduction due to armor), a mook dies. So a group of unarmored mooks 
loses a mook every 10 Wounds. A mook group that has taken 27 Wounds has lost 2 members, and once 
they hit 30 Wounds they lose another. 

Armor TN 
Pick the Armor TN for the group that makes the most sense, based on their makeup. 

● A group of clumsy mooks has an Armor TN of 15. 
● A group of competent mooks has an Armor TN of 20. 
● A group of trained mooks has an Armor TN of 25. 

Attacks 
Mook groups have a base attack pool that they use to make attack rolls. Pick the base attack pool that 
makes the most sense, based on the group’s makeup. 

● A group of unskilled mooks has a base attack pool of 2k2. 
● A group of skilled mooks has a base attack pool of 3k3. 
● A group of veteran mooks has a base attack pool of 4k4. 

 
For each member of the group, you increase that pool by +1k0. For example, a group of 4 skilled mooks 
makes an attack roll of 7k3. A group with 1 unskilled mook left in it has an attack roll of 3k2. These attack 
pools are modified as normal, based on the stance that the group collectively takes in combat. Every time 
a mook dies, they lose a member, and thus lose -1k0 to their attack rolls until there are no mooks left in 
the group. 

Damage 
A mook group’s damage rating is a static value that does not change, no matter how many mooks are left 
in the group. This reflects the idea that getting hit with a sword is deadly no matter what, and the fact 
that there are more or less mooks in the group just changes your chances of taking a hit, not how hard it 
hits you. 

● A group of mooks using simple weapons does 4k2 damage. 
● A group of mooks using standard weapons weapons does 5k3 damage. 
● A group of mooks using heavy weapons does 7k3 damage. 


